
Hello!!!Posted by up to you - 2019/08/21 04:49_____________________________________Anybody, let me know..... Has the site cut off old threads or am I mistaken?Do some research and let me know...PS.-- Actually. JoJo, you may hold the answer to this question?  Over and out!P.S.S.--- Bob's winter tour shows are what we hope for, right?Bye Bye.P.S.S.S.---- Jeanie and I watched the Scorcese Rolling Thunder movie last night....what great performances by Bob!McQuinn and Bob doing "Knockin on Heaven's Door" was amazing.!!!bye bye============================================================================Re:Hello!!!Posted by Warren - 2019/08/22 05:29_____________________________________up to you wrote:Anybody, let me know..... Has the site cut off old threads or am I mistaken?Do some research and let me know...PS.-- Actually. JoJo, you may hold the answer to this question?  Over and out!Your question struck me as a reasonable one, up to you.  So I did a little research and discovered that the following thread of mine, which had (at least) over 300,000 views could not be found:IT BEGAN IN THE CHURCH:Black Gospel Music ThreadAdmittedly, I hadn't posted to it in quite some time, but that, in and of itself, didn't mean that I wasn't going to post to it, again.  I was!JoJo, would you resurrect this thread, please.  If you can do so, then I shall post to it w/i 48 hours with some new material.============================================================================Re:Hello!!!Posted by ian in valencia - 2019/08/22 13:25_____________________________________That would be great!!Loved that thread!!!============================================================================Re:Hello!!!Posted by JoJo1956 - 2019/08/22 18:25_____________________________________presumably lost in a recent database cleanup ...============================================================================Re:Hello!!!Posted by Warren - 2019/08/25 07:40_____________________________________.JoJo1956 wrote:presumably lost in a recent database cleanup ...The key word is "presumably," JoJo. I know that based upon life experience that there have been more than a few occasions where I have presumed that something happened when, in fact, it didn't.So, what I hear you saying is that the thread is not necessarily lost. Maybe a few users would (or, could) contribute a little money for the time it could take you to see if you can locate the thread.  I'll be the first to donate.Euros, yes?============================================================================Re:Hello!!!Posted by up to you - 2019/08/28 05:36_____________________________________This is an example of going to the web-site called "That's the way the cookie crumblesDOT.Com".......Things are not written in stone (unless YOU carve them in stone in your own small apartment)......Now, Warren, I am sad that MY MY MY thread that had 940,000 hits has been GHOSTED as well. In fact, I'm heartbroken. haha.... but I now realize that it wasn't JoJo's job to "conserve" things we cared about. Again---- that's the way the cookie crumbles,,dot com.PS--- Your Ramblin' Jack thread hasn't been ghosted yet!!!  Positive thing. eh-what?============================================================================Re:Hello!!!Posted by Warren - 2019/08/29 00:20_____________________________________up to you wrote :Things are not written in stone (unless YOU carve them in stone ...).I never said, nor suggested or implied that things were "written in stone."and up to you wrote:it  JoJo's job to "conserve" things we cared about.I never said, nor suggested or implied that it was JoJo's job to "'conserve,'" as you put it, things we cared about.============================================================================Re:Hello!!!Posted by up to you - 2019/08/29 21:46_____________________________________Hi Warren. I wasn't trying to scold you or anything like that... I am actually quite sad that apparently a lot of threads have disappeared and I guess I used a sort of sarcastic way of expressing my sadness--- which obviously came across wrong. Sorry for the misunderstanding.P.S.-- Maybe there is still a chance that JoJo can bring back some or all of the deleted threads... I sure hope so.============================================================================
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